MCB Merit Program Scheduled Sessions – Spring 2021

MCB 150 (5 hours total – 4 hours in MCB 150 and 1 hour in MCB 199)
Lecture AL1       MWF 2:00 – 2:50 PM       CRN 38398       Online Lecture
Any regular discussion From M–F       CRNs vary       Online Discussion
199 Section M1      R 11:00 AM – 12:50 PM     CRN 46942     Online Discussion
199 Section M2      R 11:00 AM – 12:50 PM     CRN 46943     Online Discussion
199 Section M3      R 1:00 – 2:50 PM        CRN 46946     Online Discussion
Sections M1 and M2 meet the same day/time.

***You must sign up for a lecture, a discussion, and a merit section (merit is listed as MCB 199 sections).

MCB 250 (4 hours total - 3 hours in MCB 250 and 1 hour in MCB 299)
Lecture AL1       MWF 1:00 – 1:50 PM       CRN 43300       Online Lecture
Any regular discussion From M–F       CRNs vary       Online Discussion
299 Section 50A      T 9:00 – 10:50 AM       CRN 46949     Online Discussion

***You must sign up for a lecture, a discussion, and a merit section (merit is listed as MCB 299 sections).

MCB 252 (4 hours total - 3 hours in MCB 252 and 1 hour in MCB 299)
Lecture AL1       MWF 1:00 – 1:50 PM       CRN 38510       Online Lecture
Any regular discussion From M–F       CRNs vary       Online Discussion
299 Section 52A      T 11:00 AM – 12:50 PM     CRN 46951     Online Discussion

***You must sign up for a lecture, a discussion, and a merit section (merit is listed as MCB 299 sections).

If interested in taking MCB Merit please fill out the online forms:

MCB 150 (MCB 199):
http://go.illinois.edu/MCB199SP21_MCB150Merit

MCB 250 (MCB 299 50A):
http://go.illinois.edu/MCB299SP21_MCB250Merit

MCB 252 (MCB 299 52A):
http://go.illinois.edu/MCB299SP21_MCB252Merit

For questions contact:
Alejandra Stenger
Email: astenger@illinois.edu
Phone: 217-244-7241